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Spatial, temporal and technical
variability in the diversity of
prokaryotes and fungi in
agricultural soils

Thomas Jeanne*, Joël D’Astous-Pagé and Richard Hogue

Microbial ecology laboratory, Institut de Recherche et de Développement en Agroenvironnement
(IRDA), Québec, QC, Canada
Several studies have shown that Illumina MiSeq high-throughput sequencing

can be used to measure the diversity of prokaryotes and fungal communities

that provide ecosystem functions in agricultural soils. Pedoclimatic properties

of soils, together with cropping systems and agricultural management

practices, are major drivers of soil microbiome diversity. Their effects must

be quantified and compared to technical variability to improve the relevance of

observed effects and the indicators that may result from them. This study was

conducted: 1) To assess the effects of three sources of technical variability on

the soil prokaryotes and fungal diversity; 2) To identify a source of technical

variability that can be used as a threshold to better assess crop management

effects; 3) To evaluate the effects of spatial and temporal variability compare to

a technical threshold in three crop management contexts, potato, corn/

soybean and grassland. Technical variability was evaluated in a basis of

sampling, soil DNA extraction and amplicon sequencing source of variability.

Spatial variability was evaluated using composite bulk soil cores at four

sampling points covering 2500 m² per field. Geolocated soils were also

collected on three sampling dates during the growing season to evaluate

temporal variability. A technical variability threshold was determined for the soil

DNA extraction variability with a delta of Shannon index of 0.142 and 0.390 and

a weighted UniFrac distance of 0.081 and 0.364 for prokaryotes and fungi,

respectively. We observed that technical variability was consistently similar or

lower than the spatial and temporal variabilities in each of the microbial

communities. Observed variability was greater for the diversity of fungi and

the crop system has a strong effect on temporal and spatial variability.
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MiSeq amplicon sequencing, soil microbiome, crop management, soil health and quality,
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Introduction

Soil microbial communities are very diverse (1), yet many

soil microorganisms remain unknown (2). The inherent

structure of soils and their physical-chemical properties

influence the diversity of ecosystems and that of communities

of viruses, archaea, bacteria, fungi, and other eukaryotes (3). The

botanical diversity of plants that cover the soil, and which are

anchored in the rooting substrate, adds to the complexity of soil-

plant-microorganism interactions within soil ecosystems. Root

system architecture (hierarchical structure and topology) and

root deployment in the soil (vertical depth, horizontal extent,

density), the diversity of exudates that are released by roots

(quality and quantity), and ongoing climate change can alter soil

properties, affect these interactions, together with the spatial and

temporal variability of ecosystems. The study of soil biology

makes it possible to assess and monitor the effects of climate

change, cropping systems, and the management of agricultural

practices on soil properties and ecosystems (4).

Microbial indicators must be selected that would

complement conventional physical, chemical and biological

indicators, which are used to assess the state of soil health (5,

6). The advent of high-throughput sequencing has greatly

increased the volume of data from agricultural soil health

studies that incorporate microbial ecology analyses (7–9).

Variation in soil microbial community diversity provides

opportunities to select microbial indicators of these effects (10,

11) and to assess the magnitude of disturbance to an

ecosystem (12).

Technical variability of microbial diversity assessments must

be considered before comparing effects of agricultural

management treatments or defining predictive models. Soil

sampling is a known source of variability and most often

associated with spatial and temporal variation in physical-

chemical characteristics that is routinely observed (13, 14). To

limit this variability, it is recommended that soils be randomly

sampled and composited into a single bulk sample for analysis

(15, 16). The area that is covered when collecting these samples

may vary and will depend upon the objectives of the studies. For

the development of predictive models and associated data

requirements, this coverage can be reduced if all other

parameters are measured at the same scale (11).

Nucleic acid extraction methods can be thoroughly

mastered. Indeed, the availability of commercial extraction kits

has facilitated the standardization of this essential step in soil

microbial ecology research (17). Yet, commercial kits have

significant limitations for studies combining data that have

been obtained using different products (14). These limitations

may differ, depending upon the microbial group that is

being assessed.

Most microbial ecology studies that integrate high-

throughput sequencing, and which deal with the effects of

cropping systems and the management of agricultural
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practices on the physical, chemical and biological properties of

the soil, provide few details regarding the estimation of technical

variability. Technical variability refers to the variation that arises

when combining (pooling) samples, which have been collected,

processed and analyzed at different times and in different

settings (18). More routinely, especially in biochemistry and

biology, technical replicates are replicates that assay the same

sample (cf. biologically distinct samples) multiple times to reveal

variation within a given protocol and assess its reproducibility

(19). Yet, possible bias effects that are related to the experimental

design are widely documented (13). Furthermore, technical

replication cannot determine how representative the samples

are with respect to the environments from which they are drawn

(20). Sources of biological and technical variability can be

accounted for using nested and hierarchical models (18). Yet,

trade-offs between sampling extent (level of replication or lack

thereof) and analytical depth (molecular techniques, especially)

could help offset these biases and prove to be more informative if

more robust statistical approaches and training in their

application were to be implemented (21, 22). New statistical

models have been proposed to incorporate technical variability

into a more global variance (23).

Many ecological indices can be calculated to assess alpha

diversity of soil microorganisms (http://scikit-bio.org/, 2022).

These indices can be more or less sensitive to technical

variability or temporal and spatial variability (24). The Shannon

index is widely used and has the advantage of not being too

sensitive to sequencing depth variability (24). Other indices, such

as Chao1, are used to better interpret the richness of low-

abundance microorganisms (25). Beta diversity is most often

compared among samples by calculating Bray-Curtis

dissimilarity (26, 27) and visualizing the treatment effects

through principal coordinates analysis (PCoA, i.e., metric

multidimensional scaling) or non-metric multidimensional

scaling (NMDS). More recently, the use of other distances, such

as Aitchison or Unifrac metrics (28, 29), has been proposed to

limit the effects of normalization or to take phylogeny into

consideration when comparing microbial compositions.

Lauber et al. (26) reported that alpha diversity is more variable

over time than is microbial composition. The authors noted that

this temporal variability is greater in agricultural soils and strongly

influenced by moisture and temperature. While these findings are

expected, it is still difficult to properly measure and contrast them

with treatment effects such as crop rotations, types of organic

fertilization or crop residue management. Temporal variability

can alter not only the diversity, but also the dispersion and

heterogeneity of microorganisms in field soils (30).

Observed effects of temporal variability are not the same for

all microbial groups. Some microbial groups experience changes

over time, while the abundance and composition of others may

be more stable (27). These observations are common not only

within a given microbial kingdom, but also among

these kingdoms.
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In a large-scale study, Plassart et al. (31) reported that spatial

variability of bacterial diversity was mainly related to physical-

chemical variability of the soils. Furthermore, the authors could

identify microbial groups that were indicative of groupings of

sites under similar pedoclimatic conditions and according to

land use. The spatial variability of soil microbial diversity also

has been related to both physical-chemical parameters and

agronomic variables (32). This complexity requires appropriate

assessments and comparison methods.

Nevertheless, several limitations have been highlighted

regarding the interpretation of all sources of variability of

microbial community diversity and the effects that are

attributed to the agri-environmental factors mentioned above

(6). Thus, substantial efforts should be made (33) to increase our

knowledge in this area and to validate the robustness of

interpretations. Therefore, we undertook this study to

determine a technical variability threshold for soil microbial

diversity and assess the effects of spatial and temporal variability.

The objective is to improve the evaluation of the effects of crop

management on soil microbial diversity.
Material and methods

Experimental setup

This study was carried out on privately owned agricultural

fields. The landowners are collaborators in this research project,

who gave us permission to conduct these studies on their

respective properties. In 2018, soils were collected at four

sampling plots in 11 fields (Table 1), which included potato

(POT), maize/soybean systems (MS) and grassland (GRA).

These sites are located in the Province of Quebec (Canada) in

2 pedo-climatic regions (see map in Supplementary Material).

Precipitation varied from 707 mm to 975 mm depending on the
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sites over the season. Soil profiles and physical properties were

determined as part of a provincial soil health survey (34). The

soil series and taxonomic subgroup were determined, together

with texture by particle size analysis and according to a

previously described study (35, 36).
Collections and explanations of variation
sources

Soil samples from sites S2 (sandy) and S9 (loam) were

analyzed to assess more specifically technical variability

(Table 1). Three sources of variability were evaluated to assess

technical variability. The first source of variability is linked to the

sampling of soil cores or the composited bulk sample and was

estimated by comparing the variability in microbial diversity of

the composited four soil cores to those of each individual soil

core that were collected from all sampling points. The second

source of variability is related to DNA extraction efficacy and

reproducibility, while the third source of variability is related to

amplicon sequence library preparation and high-throughput

sequencing on a MiSeq instrument. Extraction and sequencing

variability were evaluated in triplicate and sampling in

quadruplicate on samples of the two sites.

For spatial variability, composite soil cores were collected at

each corner of an experimental plot covering 2500 m2 in each

field for a total of four composite soil samples per field. For this

source of variability, the soils from all sites were used, but only

for the summer period.

For temporal variability, all sampling points were geo-

referenced to allow sampling at the same points at three

periods during the growing season. The first period was at the

beginning of the season (mid-May to mid-June), the second

period was in August, and the third period was in October. Soil

samples were collected in 9 of 11 sites, given that soil could not
TABLE 1 Description of the 11 agricultural sites that were used in this study.

SITE SOIL SERIES SERIES CODE SERIES TEXTURE GROUP SERIES SUB-GROUP CROP CROP GROUP

S1 Morin MOI Sand O.HFP Maize MS

S2 Morin MOI Sand O.HFP Potato POT

S3 Morin MOI Sand O.HFP Grassland GRA

S4 St-Damase SDM Sand O.HG Maize MS

S5 St-Damase SDM Sand O.HG Potato POT

S6 Des Saults DSU Loam O.G Maize MS

S7 Des Saults DSU Loam O.G Potato POT

S8 Des Saults DSU Loam O.G Grassland GRA

S9 Beaudette BET Loam O.HG Soybean MS

S10 Beaudette BET Loam O.HG Maize MS

S11 Beaudette BET Loam O.HG Grassland GRA
Series subgroup: Orthic Humo-Ferric Podzol (O.HFP); Orthic Humic Gleysol (O.HG); Orthic Gleysol (O.G). See physical-chemical characteristics details per site and sampling point in
Supplementary Material (Sup6).
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be sampled in autumn on two sites (S1, S10) because these fields

had been harvested when agricultural operations were underway

by the producer.
Sampling and DNA extraction

Each soil sample consisted of four soil cores (6 cm diameter x

20 cm depth) that were taken with soil sample drill at a corner of

a 1-m2 quadrat. The four soil cores of each sample were

manually homogenized, placed in sealed bags, and kept on ice

before being quickly stored at -80°C prior to DNA extraction.

Molecular analyses were performed according to Jeanne et al.

(11) and (9). In summary, a 200 g aliquot of each soil sample was

manually homogenized and sieved to 6 mm. Next, the 0.5 g sub-

samples of 6 mm sieved soil were added to 2 mL tubes

containing 1.4 g of matrix E beads and 1 mL of lysis buffer

that were supplied with the FastDNA™ SPIN Kit for Soil (MP

Biomedicals, Solon, OH, USA). The homogenization step was

done using a FastPrep-24™ instrument (MP Biomedicals, Solon,

OH, USA). DNA extraction was performed according to the

manufacturer’s instructions. Quality and quantity of DNA

extracts were evaluated by spectrophotometry (Biophotometer,

Eppendorf, Mississauga, ON, Canada) with a G1.0 microcuvette

(mCuvette, Eppendorf) with absorbance readings at 260, 280,

230, and 320 nm.
Library preparation and sequencing

Prokaryote and fungal community diversities were assessed.

Prokaryote rRNA 16S (V4 region) gene was amplified using

515FB and 806RB primers (37, 38) and fungal rRNA Internal

Transcribed Spacer 1 (ITS1) gene was amplified using BITS-

ITS1 and B58S3 primers (39). We used a two-step dual-indexed

PCR approach that was specifically designed for Illumina

instruments by the Plateforme d’analyses génomiques (IBIS,

Université Laval, Quebec City, QC, Canada). The gene-specific

sequence was fused to the Illumina TruSeq sequencing primers

and PCR was conducted in a total volume of 25 mL, which
contained 1X Q5 buffer (NEB, Whitby, ON), 0.25 mM of each

primer, 200 mM of each dNTP, 0.5 U of Q5 High-Fidelity DNA

polymerase (NEB, Whitby, ON), and 5 mL of template DNA.

PCR began with an initial denaturation step at 98°C for 30 s

followed by 35 cycles of denaturation at 98°C for 10 s, of

annealing at 55°C for prokaryotes and 50°C for fungi for 10 s,

and of extension at 72°C for 30 s with a final extension at 72°C

for 2 min. The PCR reaction was purified using the Axygen PCR

cleanup kit (Fisher Scientific, Nepean, ON). The quality and the

quantity of the purified PCR products were checked by using an

Epoch microplate reader (Agilent, Santa Clara, CA) with a

detection spectrum including UV (A260/A280). Fifty- to one-

hundred-fold serial dilutions of this purified product were used
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as templates for a second PCR step, with the goal of adding

barcodes (dual-indexed) and missing sequences that are

required for Illumina sequencing. The cycling parameters for

the second PCR were identical to the first, but only 12 cycles

were completed. PCR products were purified as above, checked

for quality on a DNA7500 Bioanalyzer chip (Agilent, Santa

Clara, CA), and then quantified spectrophotometrically using

the Biophotometer with a G1.0 mCuvette. Barcoded amplicons

were pooled in equimolar concentrations for sequencing on the

Illumina MiSeq platform using a 2 X 300 bp sequencing kit.
Quantitative PCR of bacterial and fungal
DNA

Total bacteria and fungi were quantified according to the

approach that was described by Overbeeck et al. (9). For

prokaryotes, EUB338/EUB518 primers were used (40) and for

fungi, FF390/FR1 primers were used (41). Amplifications were

performed on a CFX96 instrument (Biorad, Hercules, CA) using

SYBR green qPCR mix (Qiagen, Toronto, ON) with the PCR

conditions set as follows: initial activation step 15 min at 95°C,

40 cycles of 95°C for 1 min, 30 s at the annealing temperature

(53°C for bacteria; 51°C for fungi) and 72°C for 1 min. Standard

curves were generated from a known quantity of amplified DNA

fragments, diluted over a 4-log range (efficiency of 89.1% and r2

= 0.99 for bacteria; efficiency of 91.7% and r2 = 1 for fungi).
Bioinformatic analysis and statistics

Sequence processing was performed under QIIME2 (42)

using the DADA2 plugin (43) filtration approach for

determining Amplicon Sequence Variants (ASV). For

sequences of the ITS region that were used for fungi diversity,

the primers were previously removed with the Cutadapt tool

(44). Differences of the structures among prokaryotes and fungi

were assessed by calculating phylogenetic distance for each

variability group according to weighted UniFrac (29). PCoA

was performed from the UniFrac distance matrix using the

vegan package in R (45). One-way PERMANOVA of UniFrac

responses was used to determine pseudo-F statistical tests (999

permutations) under QIIME2 and with the beta-group-

significance function (42, 46). Pairwise tests between all pairs

of groups also were performed and filtered to determine

intragroups between the sources of variability. Non-parametric

Kruskal Wallis tests that were used to compare independent

groups of variability were performed in R version 4.1.1 (47)

using stat_compare_means function of the ggpubr package

version 0.4.0. Pairwise comparisons between groups were done

using Wilcoxon tests.

Three diversity indices assessed microbial alpha diversity,

i.e., Shannon, Chao1 and Simpson indices (48, 49). The results of
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the Chao1 and Simpson indices are presented in supplementary

material. Deltas of the Shannon index and quantification of

prokaryotes and fungi were calculated to limit the influence of

the site on the expression of the results. We wanted to be able to

group together sites from the same cropping system without

being influenced by its absolute value. These deltas were

calculated as the differences between all the combinations for

the same sampling point in the case of the sources of technical

and temporal variability and for the same site in the case of the

source of spatial variability.
Results

Figures 1–3 present evaluations of the technical variability

effect on the microbial parameters. We observe in Figure 1 that

the delta of Shannon diversity index (H’) is lower for prokaryota

compared to fungi. The variability related to library preparation

and sequencing (hereafter, referred to as variability related to

sequencing) is significatively higher for prokaryotes, with lower

variability for fungi (0.202 and 0.230, respectively). The

sampling and extraction variabilities are not significantly

different for prokaryotes as well as for fungi between the

groups (H’ = 0.52 for prokaryota and 0.39 for fungi). Figure 2

shows the effects of the source of technical variability on the

molecular quantification of bacteria and fungi in soils. The deltas

of bacteria and fungi quantifications are the lowest for the source

of variability related to sequencing (1.2E+09 and 5.7E+06,

respectively). Figure 3 presents the technical variability effect
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on microbial composition. For prokaryotes, the effects of the

sources of variability are similar (P=0.54) with distances between

0.077 and 0.084. For the composition of fungi, there is an effect

of sources of variability, where sequencing has the lowest

variability (0.206) and that of sampling is the highest (0.484).

Sampling-related variability is globally the most important

source of technical variability. This variability is reduced when

soil samples are pooled together. The technical variability related

to extraction was subsequently used to express the effects of

spatial and temporal variability.

To assess the overall composition and visually represent the

microbial diversity of the 11 study sites, PCoA ordination was

carried out on UNIFRAC distances (Figure 4). A fairly marked

biological signature can be observed for each site. We also

observe that the distribution of points according to spatial and

temporal variability is less clumped than the biological

variability between sites. These observations are not intended

to explain the variability of microbial diversity between sites but

to complete the descriptions of the sites in Table 1. Our site

selection was established as part of a larger study on similar soils

and of crop management, mainly that of potatoes and field

crops. Table 2 compares the strength of centroid differences

among the groups according to the cropping system, the sites,

and the soil characteristics of the sites. For prokaryotes, the

effects of the cropping system (pseudo-F = 10.61; df = 2, 113) are

less important than those associated with the sites or soil

characteristics. For fungal composition, the opposite trend is

observed with a dominant effect of the cropping system (pseudo-

F = 17.40; df = 2, 113) and a decreasing effect of site down to the
BA

FIGURE 1

Box-and-whisker plots of Shannon diversity for each component of technical variability for prokaryotic (A) and fungal (B) communities. Lower
and upper edges of the boxes delimit the 25th and 75th percentiles, while the horizontal bar is the median value (50th percentile) for that
variable. The lower and upper whiskers delimit the 10th and 90th percentiles, respectively; the filled circles are outliers beyond 1.5 x Interquartile
Distance (25th to 75th percentiles) from the lower and upper edges of the boxes. Kruskal-Wallis rank-based ANOVA compares the sources of
variation for each microbial group; pairwise post-hoc comparisons with Wilcoxon-tests indicate which treatment mean ranks differ from one
another within microbial group.
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soil series subgroup (Pseudo-F-statistics: 13.58 to 4.78). Figure 5

present the effects of sources of variability on the delta of

Shannon index. Sites were grouped by cropping system to

describe spatial and temporal variability in potato, field crop

(corn, soybean) or grassland contexts. For prokaryotes, we

observe that there is an increase in temporal variability

compared to the technical variability threshold for the potato

and field crop sites (0.241, P=1.5E-6 and 0.253, P=1.6E-9,

respectively). There is also an effect at the spatial level for the
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potato sites (0.270, P=0.0022). For fungi, we observe an increase

in the delta of the Shannon index for the grassland sites (0.559,

P=0.037 and 0.579, P=0.0021) at the spatial and temporal level

and at the temporal level for the potato sites (0.538, P=0.0132).

Figure 6 presents the bacterial and fungal quantifications

according to the source of variability. It is observed that the

sites in grassland present greater delta quantification of bacteria

and fungi for both spatial and temporal variability (5.2E+09,

P=2.7E-5 and 4.6E+09, P=4,1E-16 for bacteria and 3.2E+07,
BA

FIGURE 3

Box-and-whisker plots of weighted UniFrac distance for each component of the technical variability for prokaryotic (A) and fungal (B)
communities. Boxplots are in the same format as those described in Figure 1. Kruskal-Wallis tests and post hoc pairwise Wilcoxon-test
comparisons follow a similar format to Figure 1.
BA

FIGURE 2

Box-and-whisker plots of microbial quantification for each component of technical variability for prokaryotic (A) and fungal (B) communities.
Boxplots are the same format as those described in Figure 1. Kruskal-Wallis tests with post hoc pairwise Wilcoxon-test comparisons follow a
similar format to Figure 1.
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P=1.6E-16 and 4.4E+07, P<2E-16 for fungi, respectively). There

is also a lower effect in the case of fungi for the sites of other

cropping systems.

Figure 7 presents the weighted Unifrac distances according

to the sources of variability. For prokaryotes, we observe a

relatively similar effect of variability (P=1.8E-07) between crop

systems for spatial (0.092 and 0.114) and temporal (0.110 and

0.118) variability. For fungi, there is also an effect of the type of

variability (P<2.2E-16), which is similar between temporal and

spatial variability. In contrast, a more marked effect is observed

depending on the type of crop. There is a marked effect for sites

in grassland (0.775, P=6.7E-14 and 0.748, P=1.5E-9) and to a

lesser extent for sites with large crops. There is less of an effect or

none observed for potato sites.
Discussion

The results on the technical variability are in line with the

observations made previously (13–16). The source of variability

related to the sampling is globally the most important and this
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confirms the need to take several soil cores for one composite

sampling point and to homogenize well the soil sample.

Variability that is related to extraction could be understood in

the same way by grouping several DNA extractions for the same

soil (50) or by using replicates for library preparation (51), but

there may be economic limitations because this step is expensive.

We therefore propose to use technical variability as a reference

threshold to express the treatment effects. More broadly and

including the effects of extraction methods, this source of

variability has already been mentioned as critical for assessing

technical variability (52).

Our results also indicate that the effects are different

depending on the microbial communities. Technical

variability is greater for fungi than for prokaryotes. These

observations are in line with the statements made by Carini

et al. (27). The wider range of morphological characteristics

and of life cycle schemes among the species of the fungal

community, when compared to those of prokaryotes, may

explain why soil sampling more strongly influences that

source of variability. The integration of technical variability

that is associated with the preparation of the libraries and with
TABLE 2 One-way PERMANOVA of UNIFRAC responses according to the cropping system and soil classifications of the sites.

PROKARYOTES FUNGI

GROUP Degrees of freedom (df) pseudo-F P-value pseudo-F P-value

CROPPING SYSTEM 2, 113 10.61 0.001 17.40 0.001

SITE 10, 105 21.09 0.001 13.58 0.001

SOIL SERIES 3, 112 26.07 0.001 7.25 0.001

SERIES SUB-GROUP 3, 112 23.49 0.001 4.78 0.001
front
df = 115.
FIGURE 4

Principal Coordinates Analysis (PCoA) of prokaryotic (A) and fungal (B) community composition in bulk soil sampled at each site. PCoA were
based on weighted UniFrac distance metric. Crop management codes: (MS: Maize/Soybean; POT: Potato; GRA: Grassland). Colours that are
associated with Sites 1 to 11 are allocated according to a soil texture gradient, from the most sandy to the fine silt soils (Table 1 and
Supplementary Material).
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sequencing makes it possible to contrast the observed effects.

This makes it easier to compare the differences in effects

between prokaryotes and fungi. This threshold is similar

when we used amplicons that had been already tagged to

evaluate sequencing-related variability between MiSeq runs

(Data not shown).

In order to be able to evaluate the effects of treatments on the

soil in an agricultural context, it was important to highlight the

technical variability with the spatial and temporal variability.

Even if we have observed an effect of time on alpha diversity at

the level of prokaryotes, as it was the case for the study of Lauber

et al. (26), we find more marked effects of the type of crop culture

management on all microbial parameters, particularly for the

diversity of fungi. These results are particularly interesting in

relation to our objective of specifying the effects of treatments in

different agricultural contexts. Specific studies in grassland may

require more sampling in time and space than would studies on

potato or maize/soybeans.
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These observations are noteworthy, since they show that

effects of crop management can act differently, depending upon

the microbial group. For the maize/soybean and potato

systems, spatial and temporal variability was of the same

order. These observations concur with those made in other

studies (26, 27).

These cropping system effects are in line with current

research on plant-soil feedbacks (53). There is a direct link

between temporal variability and plant diversity and land

cover. The mobilization of soil microorganisms by plants at

the root level would lead to greater changes compared to

poorer crop management with reduced land use and plant

diversity, such as in potato or corn cropping systems. Current

research in sustainable agriculture is increasingly turning to

complex cropping systems (54) by combining different plant

species through the establishment of combined cropping (55)

and maximizing land use with the establishment of cover crops.

Our results show that in this context it becomes essential to
BA

FIGURE 6

Box-and-whisker plots of microbial quantification for spatial, temporal and technical variability of prokaryotic (A) and fungal (B) communities.
Boxplots are in the same format as those described in Figure 1. Crop management codes and significance codes are the same as for Figure 5.
BA

FIGURE 5

Box-and-whisker plots of Shannon diversity for spatial, temporal and technical variability of prokaryotic (A) and fungal (B) communities. Crop
management codes: (MS, Maize/Soybean; POT, Potato; GRA, Grassland; MIX (Maize/Soybean and Potato). Boxplots are in the same format as
those described in Figure 1. Kruskal-Wallis tests and post hoc pairwise Wilcoxon-test comparisons follow a similar format to Figure 1.
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adapt the controls that are used to express the treatment effects.

They also show that the number of biological replicates must be

adjusted according to the study context. It would be important

to increase the number of replicates for research on complex

crop management systems. These conclusions will also help to

better design future microbiome research to help develop

sustainable agriculture. This agrees with other studies that

support these research effects (56). Finally, even if we observe

a temporal variability on the microbial diversity of the soil, we

note that this variability is relatively stable. The fact that the

variability is greater depending on the crop management

confirms that soil microbiome-based data could be used as

soil health indicators. This is in line with previous studies (6).
Conclusion

Our results confirm that the technical variability of

microbial diversity is not a limitation for comparisons of

effects of temporal and spatial variability that are related to

crop management systems. To our knowledge, this study is the

first to estimate three sources of technical variability to define a

technical variability threshold. This study is also the first to use

technical variability to assess and compare the effects of

temporal variability in a growing season, together with

spatial variability in the field for several soil series under

three cropping systems. These results would serve to promote

the development of comprehensive assessment studies of soil

health by integrating indicators that are derived from the

microbial diversity of soils. The potential of indicators that

are based on microbial composition can extend to all additional

bioinformatics processing such as predictive functions or

microbial network analyses. It is now undeniable that soil

microbial ecology should have a significant effect on the
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development of better management practices that would

promote sustainable agriculture.

Our main conclusions are:
• Confirmation that the most important source of

technical variability was related to sampling and that it

was recommended to use composites of soil cores at any

given sampling point.

• The variability associated with the extraction phase can

be used as a threshold to express treatment effects on

agricultural soils.

• Variability of technical, spatial and temporal sources

impacted more the diversity of fungi than of

prokaryotes.

• The spatial and temporal sources of variability are

influenced by the type of crop management.

• A better understanding of the impact of sources of

variability in the diversity of microbial communities

could make it possible to add microbial-based

indicators to the list of soil health indicators.
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